Summary.-This paper proposes a simplification of the method of transitions, which is used for the determination of the individual points of subjective equality from data obtained by the methods of constant stimuli or of paired comparisons. It is suggested that the estimated probabilities of transitions should no longer be computed from the psychometric function derived from the normal distribution function that fits the obtained frequency distribution of transitions, instead they should be computed directly from the psychometric function that fits the obtained proportions of response. This new procedure makes the use of a previous cumbersome fitting algorithm unnecessary. Experimental tests show that the simplified version of the method causes no substantial loss in information when the standard falls within the range of variable stimuli.
The method of transitions may be used to determine the individual point of subjective equality (PSE) when the method of constant stimuli (MCS) or the method of paired comparisons is used (Masin & Cavedon, 1980; Masin & Vidotto, 1984) . Obtaining estimates of individual PSES is important because these estimates allow for the application of statistical techniques, such as the analysis of variance. That is, if for example the MCS is applied in different experimental conditions, using the same standard (S) and variable (V) stimuli in all conditions, then the usual curve-fitting procedures give the standard error of the PSE for each condition, making possible statistical comparison between pairs of PSEs, but without allowing for the powerful over-all test of differences between PSEs that would be obtainable through the analysis of variance. Table 1 shows illustrative data obtained from the MCS applied to a single subject who gave 10 responses per each variable stimulus. The variable stimuli were lines on a monitor screen to be compared with a standard line shown 5 sec. before on the same screen. The subject had only two possible responses available, "shorter" (0) and "longer" (1).
A transition, T j , is defined as the midpoint between two contiguous variable stimuli. In general T j = (V j + V j+1 )/2. Referring to Table 1 , 78, 80, etc. are transitions. A transition is assumed to be an estimate of a momentary PSE when the responses given to two contiguous variable stimuli differ, that is, when the responses are 0 and 1 or 1 and 0. For example, the transitions for the second responses in Table 1 are 78, 80, and 82. From now on, we shall use the term "transition" also as equivalent to "momentary PSE." The mean of the theoretical frequency distribution of transition is
where p j is the probability of the "longer" response and q j = 1 -p j (Masin & Vidotto, 1984) .
A 0 or a 1 in Table 1 means that the "longer" response occurred with probability 0 or 1, respectively. If we apply Equation 1 for example to the second responses (second row) in Table 1 using the 0s and 1s as estimates of q j and p j , respectively, then a τ = 80 is obtained, which is the mean of the transitions 78, 80, and 82. This τ is a biased estimate of the individual PSE relative to the second responses because the transitions in the second row are only a part of all possible transitions. In fact, if responses were also given to other variable stimuli on the left and right of the five variable stimuli in Table 1 (that is, Vs = 75, 73, 71, etc. and Vs = 87, 89, 91, etc.) , more transitions would be present in the resulting row. To obtain an unbiased estimate of the individual PSE from all possible transitions in an ideal very long row it would be necessary to have an estimate of the probability of the "longer" response (to be used in Equation 1) for an adequately great number of possible variable stimuli on the left and right of the five variable stimuli in Table 1 .
Thus, let the experimental variable stimuli be, for example, V1, V2, …, V5, and let us assume that for example eight dummy Vs extend on the left (V -7, …, V -1, V0) and on the right (V6, V7, …, V13) of the experimental Vs (the difference between any two contiguous dummy and experimental Vs being the same). Masin and Vidotto (1984) solved the problem of estimating for each dummy V the probabilities, p and q, respectively, of the "longer" and "shorter" responses, by using the following iterative computer search. A psychometric function is searched until the corresponding ps and qs for each dummy and experimental V give a mean and variance of the associated frequency distribution of transitions equal to the mean and variance of the frequency distribution of transitions relative to the ps and qs obtained experimentally (that is, the proportions of 1s and 0s in the example of Table 1 ). The ps and qs obtained from the psychometric function found by the computer search are then assigned to the dummy Vs. The individual PSEs are finally estimated by applying Equation 1, using the ls and 0s in a row as individual estimates of the ps and qs for the experimental Vs and using the ps and qs found with the computer search for the dummy Vs.
The computer search implies an algorithm which is so complicated as not to be practically usable on personal computers. Here a simplification is proposed together with experimental tests.
The method of transitions may in fact become greatly simplified if the computer search is replaced by the following procedure of assignment of ps and qs to the dummy Vs. The ps and qs estimated by the psychometric function that fits the obtained proportion of 1s may be used as estimates of the ps and qs to be assigned to the dummy Vs. Thus, the steps to compute an individual PSE become now the following: with reference to the example of Table 1 , first fit the psychometric function to the obtained proportion of 1s using, for example, the weighted least-squares method. (The fitting procedure gives as a result a PSE equal to 81.57.) Second, decide the number of dummy Vs on the left and right of the experimental Vs (in practice the dummy Vs may be about 5). Third, estimate the individual PSE by applying Equation 1 to a single row in Table 1 using the ps and qs obtained from the fitted psychometric function for the dummy Vs, and the 1s and 0s in that row as individual estimates of ps and qs for the experimental Vs. (When five dummy Vs on the left and right of the experimental Vs are used, the mean of all individual PSEs in Table 1 is equal to 81.75.) A program performing these operations may be easily implemented on a personal computer.
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The simplified version of the method of transitions may be tested experimentally. Masin (1987) and Masin, Fanton, and Crestoni (in press ) applied the MCS using five Vs which were lines on a monitor screen. Five groups of subjects judged the difference in length between each V and an S using only the "longer" and "shorter" responses. The S was equal to one of the Vs and was different for each group. Thus, the stimulus conditions differed only for the value of S. Each subject gave 10 responses to each V in one stimulus condition. There were 20 subjects for each condition. So, for each condition a PSE can be computed from the "longer" responses out of 200 possible responses per V. The PSE can be computed either by the weighted leastsquares method or by the method of transitions. In the first case the PSE is estimated from the psychometric function, while in the second case the PSE is estimated by averaging the 200 individual PSEs. The diamonds and pluses in Fig. 1 show the results when the PSEs obtained with the method of transitions (using 5 dummy Vs on the left and right of the experimental Vs) are plotted as a function of the PSEs obtained with the weighted leastsquares method.
A similar experiment was performed by Masin and Agostini (submitted for publication) using the method of paired comparisons. The squares represent the results when V was compared with S, and the circles represent the results when S was compared with V. (The circles are more spread apart due to the so-called presentation-order effect.) The results represented by squares and circles were obtained from 50 subjects who gave one response per V.
In all the cases in Fig. 1 the first left (right) symbol of a group of same symbols represents the results when S was equal to the shortest (longest) of the Vs.
As may be seen, the PSE obtained by the method of transitions is substantially coincident with the PSE obtained by the weighted least-squares method. It may therefore be concluded that the PSE obtained by the simplified version of the method of transitions is substantially unbiased with respect to the least-squares method when the S falls within the range of Vs. 
